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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS  
BARREL: Cylinder Pipes Are Cold drawn And Honed. Extra Care Is Taken To Protect The External Surface Of The Cylinder 
By Applying Redoxide And Then Painting It. 

PISTON ROD:  Made from medium carbonsteel, which is accurately grinded, hardchrome plated and then superfinished. 

COVER PLATES : Coverplates are finely machined from steel, and constructed with a sturdy design to withstand high 
pressure loads. 

GLAND : We use guide ring polyester fabric with polyester resin + PTSE for high load bearing capacity, low friction, free 
of stick slip, high abrasion resistance, low wear and high extrusion resistance, resistance against cold flow. 

TIE RODS: Made from high tensile steel rods tightened with hexagonal nuts for easy Maintance. 

MOUNTING : Various types of mountings are available according to the requirement ensuring complete 
interchangeability with other ISO standard cylinders 

CUSHIONING : Self aligning cushioning boss ensures alignment of the rod movement inside the cushioning chamber. 
Providing accurate damping action at end of stroke. 

CUSHIONING SCREW: For fine adjustment of cushioning movement. 

SEALING ELEMENTS: 

 PISTON SEALS: piston seal profile consists of two piece seal for sealing pistons with one seal ring 
(PTFE+Bronze+MoS2 compond) and one energizer O-ring (nitrile butadiene rubber NBR). 
Properties: 

1. low friction, free of stick slip 
2. high abrasion resistance 
3. wide temperature range 
4. good thermal conductivity 
5. low wear and high extrusion resistance 
6. wide fluid application range 

 

 GLAND SEALS: For sealing gland we use two seals for extra prevention from leakage of oil 
1) rod seal profile consists of two piece seal set for sealing rods with one seal ring(PTFE+Bronze+MoS2 

compond and one energizer O ring(nitrile butadiene rubber NBR). 
Properties: 

1. low friction, free of stick slip 
2. high abrasion resistance 
3. wide temperature range 
4. good thermal conductivity 
5. low wear and high extrusion resistance 
6. wide fluid application range 
7. resistance against cold flow 



 

2) u cup seal is made up of polyueathane 
Properties: 
1) high resistance to abrasion 
2) easy installation 

 

 GUIDE RING: GUIDE RING FRPR is a pre-moulded ring ready to the size. 
Properties: 

1. high load bearing capacity. 
2. low friction, free of stick slip. 
3. high abrasion resistance. 
4. low wear and high extusion resistance. 
5. resistance against cold flow. 

 

 WIPER SEAL: wiper seal is a single actng rod wiper with metal casing for open housing. 
Properties: 

1. Easy push fit installation 
2. Very good wiping action 
3. Wiper can be used for a broad temperature range 
4. No pressure built up between seal and wiper 

 
 

 
 

 

 

                

 

 
 

 












